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Introduction

In general, longline fisheries for
pelagic species within the West-
ern and Central Pacific Ocean
(WCPO) deploy either shallow-
set or deep-set gear. So called
“regular” longline gear has been
estimated to hang at depths of
50–120 m while deep longline
gear covered a wider range from
50–300 m — deploying four to six
hooks between floats (per basket)
for shallow sets and an average of
13 hooks per basket for deep sets
(Suzuki and Warashina 1977).
Deep longlining was introduced
to the WCPO in the 1970s and is
widely practiced by the major
fleets to target deep-swimming
bigeye and albacore tuna
(Sakagawa et al. 1987). Modern
tuna longline vessels may deploy
more than 30 hooks per basket,
and utilise a “line shooter” to set
additional mainline between
floats to sink the line even deeper.
In contrast, typical swordfish
style longline sets are very shal-
low with only four or five hooks
per basket, and do not use a line
shooter. For a detailed description
of pelagic longline gear see
Beverly et al. (2003) and
Swenarton and Beverly (2004). 

One problem with shallow-set
longline gear is that it places the
hooks within the upper mixed
layer of the ocean, bringing the
gear into conflict and potential
interaction with surface fish-
eries; that is, subsistence, recre-
ational and small-scale handline
and troll fisheries, as well as
large-scale purse-seine fisheries.
Shallow-set gear also produces
significantly higher interaction
rates with protected or ecologi-
cally sensitive bycatch species
that are easily overharvested,
such as marine turtles, seabirds,

marine mammals, oceanic sharks,
manta rays and whale sharks.
Shallow-set gear also competes
with important sport and recre-
ational species prized by sur-
face fisheries, such as marlins,
spearfish, sailfish, wahoo and
mahi mahi (or dolphinfish).

In response, deep-set longline
gear has been actively promoted
as one means to improve target-
ing, while decreasing the likeli-
hood of interactions with protect-
ed species. The importance of
reducing interaction rates with
protected species cannot be
overemphasised. In recent years,
longline fisheries have been sig-
nificantly curtailed and even
closed in attempts to mitigate
interaction rates with marine tur-
tles and marine mammals. 

Possible solution to
reducing bycatch and
improving targeting

What is now considered con-
ventional deep-set bigeye tuna
longline gear uses a line shooter
setting around 25–30 or more
hooks per basket on mainlines
stretching over 30–50 or more
nautical miles (nm) of open
ocean. However, hooks are still
placed from floatline to floatline
within each basket, producing a
wide range of actual hook
depths within a set. Interaction
rates with bycatch species of the
upper mixed layer still occur.
Also, current speed and shear
often shallow a set considerably,
raising deep longline gear to
shallow-set depths.

This paper reports on a longline
system, developed in Hawaii,
that attempts to increase the tar-
geting of deep swimming
species while minimising the
potential for interaction with
surface oriented bycatch
species. It is similar to a system
developed independently by
Steve Beverly, Fisheries
Development Officer at SPC,
and trialled in Mooloolaba,
Australia (see Fisheries Newsletter
# 109). Both of these techniques
were reported at the last Stand-
ing Committee on Tuna and
Billfish, SCTB 17, held in Majuro,
Republic of the Marshall Islands
in August 2004.

http://www.spc.int/OceanFish/
html/SCTB/SCTB17/FTWG-7a.pdf

Background

The Hawaii-based pelagic long-
line fleet operates within a lim-
ited framework, allowing for
164 transferable vessel permits
for vessels less than 101 feet in
overall length. Vessels are mon-
itored by vessel monitoring sys-
tem (VMS) and a federal log-
book reporting system. Hawaii-
based longline vessels targeting
bigeye tuna set 20–40 hooks per
basket on floatlines set approxi-
mately 0.8 km (0.4 nm) apart,
achieving hook depths of
around 91–366 m (300–1200 ft)
(NMFS 2001). The majority of
protected species interactions
occur with swordfish targeting
gear, setting only four to five
hooks per basket, but interac-
tions still occur with the deep-
set gears. 

However, pelagic longline gear
less than 1 nm (1.85 km) in
length is permitted under feder-
al regulations to be deployed by
any Hawaii commercial fishing
vessel outside the permitting
and regulatory framework that
monitors the main longline fish-
ery. This report discusses the
development of a small-scale
longline system that targets
either bigeye tuna (Thunnus obe-
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sus) or the lustrous pomfret
(Eumegistus illustris). While this
system may have limited value
for large scale-fisheries, the con-
cept may be applied to larger
scales or find a direct applica-
tion in WCPO’s small-scale or
artisanal longline fisheries.

Fishing grounds

This system was developed to
target bigeye tuna and pomfrets,
which are concentrated in dense
aggregations over the summit of
the Cross Seamount, approxi-
mately 290 km south of
Honolulu, Hawaii. This particu-
lar seamount is unique among
the many Hawaiian seamounts,
as it rises sharply from 4000
metres to 330 metres, which is
apparently the right depth for
both species. The seamount sum-
mit aggregates commercial con-
centrations of bigeye and yel-
lowfin tuna, forming the base for
a local handline fishery. The
seamount is also a primary tag
and release location for Hawaii-
based tuna tagging experiments
(Itano and Holland 2000).
Handline vessels targeting big-
eye tuna over the seamount nor-
mally take small to medium
sized bigeye around 7–20 kg in
weight. However, larger fish are
found over or near the seamount
that have been targeted by
Hawaii-based longline vessels.

Development of the
fishing method

Hawaiian longline vessels have
fished the area of the Cross
Seamount for several decades,
targeting large bigeye tuna on
the outer seamount slopes. The
offshore handline fishery devel-
oped afterwards, peaking in the
late 1980s and early 1990s (Itano
1998). During the 1990s, some
conventional longline vessels
began to set gear directly over
the seamount summit, causing
gear interactions and heated
conflicts with the handline fleet.
A commonly seen strategy was
for a longline vessel to set gear

in an “S” pattern upcurrent of
the seamount, hauling the gear
after it had passed over the area.
Although these boats caught
some bigeye tuna of a similar
small size as the handline ves-
sels, they also took larger fish
that were apparently unavail-
able to the handline boats.

In response to these observa-
tions, some handline boats
began to experiment with verti-
cal longline gear to deploy bait-
ed hooks all the way down to
the seamount summit. These
gears were very similar to those
described by Preston et al.
(1998), consisting of a single
vertical line, buoyed at the top
and weighted at the bottom,

with branchlines snapped on
from top to bottom. Catch rates
of larger bigeye tuna (30–60 kg)
encouraged further experimen-
tation that continues to the pres-
ent. The use of vertical longline
gear gave way to the use of
short sets of deep-set horizontal
gear as described below.

Deep-set fishing gear

An informal observer trip was
conducted by the author to the
Cross Seamount from 7–14 July
2004 to observe the fishing
method. Fishing took place on
F/V Double D (Fig. 1), which was
designed and built by its captain,
Joe Dettling (Fig. 2). Fishing con-
tinued on the seamount for six
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Figure 1. F/V Double D
Figure 2. Captain Joe Dettling hauling the line

on F/V Double D, while a crew member lands a tuna
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consecutive days. The primary
gear type was horizontal long-
line sets of less than 1 nm in
length. Joe explained that this
gear can be quickly adjusted and
set in any number of configura-
tions and depths, but is general-
ly set to target either bigeye tuna
or pomfret. The bigeye gear is set
at mid depth over the seamount
summit while the pomfret gear
is set deeper, just above the
seamount itself. It should be
noted that there are currently at
least two vessels deploying this
style of gear on the seamount. It
is believed that both vessels use
very similar gear but the
descriptions here apply directly
to Joe’s boat only.

Bigeye longline set

The gear is very simple, consist-
ing of a small, hydraulically
driven longline reel with a fair-
lead mechanism, 3.6-mm
monofilament mainline, flag
buoys, hard plastic floats, 5-kg
weights, with stainless steel
longline snaps that are rigged
with 2.0-mm diameter monofil-
ament leaders that are 2 m long,
ending in a tuna circle, or Japan
style longline tuna hooks. Exact
details of setting times and
depth will not be given, as
requested by the fisherman.

Setting takes place before dawn
to take advantage of what is
considered the peak biting time
for bigeye in this area. The set
consists of approximately 100
leaders snapped on the main-
line using one or two floats.
Figure 3 shows a tuna set with
one set of floats, producing two
baskets of 50 hooks each. The
setting procedure for this con-
figuration would be as follows:

1. Position vessel upcurrent of
target area.

2. Deploy flag buoy #1 and pay
out mainline to desired tar-
get depth.

3. Attach 5-kg weight.

4. Snap on baited branchlines,
closely spaced, approximate-
ly 8–10 metres apart.

5. Attach hard buoy float.

6. Snap on more baited branch-
lines.

7. Attach a 5-kg weight.

8. Pay out additional mainline.

9. Attach and deploy flag buoy
#2.

This procedure, depending on
how many floats are used, will
produce what are essentially two
or three large “baskets” of gear
held down by lead weights. An
additional floatline can add addi-
tional depth to the set but is not
normally used on the seamount
due to the possibility of hooking
the seamount summit. The line is
normally retrieved after a short
soak of two hours or so, or when
the distance between floats indi-
cates the lines are loading up
with catch.

Pomfret longline set

There are several species of pom-
frets (Bramidae), known locally
by the generic term “monchong”,
that are taken as incidental catch

in the Hawaii-based longine fish-
ery. The most common species
taken in open water is the bigscale
pomfret (Taractichthys stein-
dachneri). The larger lustrous
pomfret (Eumegistus illustris)
appears to be a seamount and
deep-slope associated species
and is more sought-after by the
fish buyers due to its higher meat
yield ratios. After the fisherman
had developed the deep-set long-
line technique to target large big-
eye tuna, it became apparent that
large quantities of E. illustris were
also found over the seamount
summit. By modifying the gear
slightly, Joe found that the gear
could effectively target this
species of monchong while also
taking medium and large bigeye.

The gear is essentially the same
as described for bigeye tuna
fishing. However, two or more
sub-surface floats are used
instead of surface hard floats.
These sub-surface floats are
only slightly positive in buoy-
ancy; their purpose is to keep
the deeper set gear from fouling
the seamount summit while
maintaining the gear at depth.
Another important modifica-
tion to the monchong gear is the
addition of more branchlines
spaced very closely, and the use
of smaller circle hooks. Normally,
a monchong targeting set will
deploy 200 hooks in the same

Figure 3. Bigeye targeting set upcurrent of seamount
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length of mainline. Figure 4
shows a typical monchong set
of 200 hooks on less than 1 nm
of mainline.

Catch and effort data

Catch records for the first seven
months of 2004 were examined
for 12 tuna targeted trips and
compared with what was con-
sidered a typical monchong tar-
geted trip from January 2003.
All fishing took place on the
Cross Seamount with anywhere
from two to seven days of fish-
ing per trip. Normally, four or
five sets were made per day
with an average of 95 hooks per
set. Table 1 lists the number and
CPUE of bigeye, yellowfin and
monchong caught per trip.
Mean catch for all 12 trips was
9.1 bigeye, 1.9 yellowfin and 1.4
monchong retained per 100

hooks set. The monchong tar-
geting trip differed consider-
ably for bigeye and monchong,
with 2.2 bigeye, 2.0 yellowfin
and 8.2 monchong taken per 100
hooks set.

These figures appear very pro-
ductive, but it should be noted
that the average sizes of the
tuna are considerably smaller
than those taken by the federal-
ly regulated longline fishery. The
mean size of bigeye and yel-
lowfin in this example was 26.9
lbs (12.2 kg) and 18.1 lbs (8.2 kg),
respectively (Table 2). However,
on some trips, yellowfin of a
good size contributed signifi-
cantly to catches; for example,
the last two trips landed 68 and
46 yellowfin per trip with aver-
age weights of 34.2 (15.5 kg) and
35.6 lbs (16.2 kg), respectively. 

The monchong targeting trip
indicates a CPUE of 8.2 fish per
100 hooks with an average size of
11.8 lbs (5.1 kg). This size appears
to be quite average or a bit low
compared with the 12-trip aver-
age weight of 12.4 lbs (5.6 kg)
taken on the tuna targeting
trips. Reports by the fishermen
indicate that some monchong
targeting sets have very high
catch rates of more than 80 fish
per 100 hooks.

Discussion

The development of this style of
gear is an example of a spe-
cialised case of targeting aggre-
gated, structure associated tuna
and seamount associated species.
However, the system demon-
strates a simple method to con-
centrate hooks within a narrow
depth range with greater accura-
cy than is possible with conven-
tional deep-set longline gear.
The key components of the sys-
tem are heavy weights after the
surface floats and the use of
slightly buoyant sub-surface
floats interspersed with hooks
within the “basket”.

A key element to the system
aside from the close targeting of
concentrated schools is the tim-
ing of the set. By setting before
dawn, the gear takes advantage
of the shallow night-time
behavior of bigeye tuna and the
higher biting response that is
presumed to take place during
the early morning hours. In this
manner, the gear not only tar-
gets concentrated schools, but

Figure 4. A monchong targeting set upcurrent of seamount

Table 1. Catch and effort data from tuna and monchong targeting longline trips
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does so at the optimal time for
highest CPUE. The direct appli-
cation of this methodology to
fishing around FADs, both
anchored and drifting may be
an interesting area to explore.

While the figures for average
tuna size do not appear overly
impressive, the fishermen
report very favourable market-
ing results from their deep-set
short longline gear. Average
prices achieved by this method
are considerably higher than
those received from handline
and troll landings. The handline
fishery also catches medium
and large size bigeye on the
seamount, but seldom achieves

a decent price for these fish.
There is an ingrained prejudice
against handline caught bigeye
in Hawaii due to perceived
quality issues resulting in short
shelf life of the product and the
possibility of the “burnt tuna
syndrome” caused by overheat-
ing of the muscle mass. Tuna
landings from the deep-set gear
described here are reported to
achieve much higher prices at
the Honolulu United Fishing
Agency auction and are consid-
ered on a par with the landings
of the larger longline vessels.
This is a very important consid-
eration locally, as the system
operates on a daily auction
basis, and longline vessel catch

is auctioned first, followed by
troll and handline landings.
Even if the handline boats have
good quality fish, their later
position in the auction almost
guarantees them lower prices.

Finally, the system is very inter-
esting to the WCPO as it
demonstrates the exploitation of
a formerly unutilised resource
with a stable market demand.
Pomfrets are found throughout
the world’s oceans and may
represent an alternative market
species for developing areas.
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